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About This Game

Extreme high speed (rip off)teamwork action has arrived on Steam, in the form of a shooting game!
As a Droid soldier, fight through the 6 on 6 online/offline team battle, and achieve victory!
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19 characteristic battle droids

Female, Male, and Mech... Each droid has an individual designed model.
Earn victory points to unlock all of them!

Costume Break

Rip the pants off of your enemy, with clothing-affected battle damage!
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Available Tactics

Melee, Fire support, High mobility, Defender, Sniper, and all-around types, various tactics are available.
All droids and weaponry have individual strengths and weaknesses.

Encounter battles where the stakes may change at any second, and maximize the advantage! It's simple, and supports
customization for maximum enjoyment!

2 fully customizable sets of Control (Novice and Expert) supported!

2 Control sets(Novice and Expart) are supported, and both of them are fully customizable.
Even beginners will enjoy the high-speed battle from their first playthrough, but will act quicker, and more accurately

depending on their skill level.
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Title: Soul Saber 2
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Yamadaya
Publisher:
Henteko Doujin
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0b compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0b

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound compatible

Additional Notes: Gamepad is highly recommended. Low latency broadband is required for multiplayer.

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I feel bad marking this down, as there are several things I really liked about it. The atmosphere is wonderful, with a strong art
style (let down by terrible animation on Ophelia, the main character) and a great soundscape. I actually really like that the story
is a little obtuse, other than a clear Orpheus inspiration - although the Ophelia reference might imply it's all in her head, making
the final bit doubly ambiguous.

I think there's two problems, basically. This is a mix of a platformer/side scroller and a puzzler. Unfortunately the platform bits
are stymied by sluggish controls, especially affecting jumping. The puzzles are varied, some being fun and clever, some being
obvious, and some being just plain weird. I solved several without actually understanding what the hell was going on or what I
was doing. A lot of them are trial and error, and many are random pixel hunts, clicking all over the screen. I did, however, enjoy
making the dead body of Jesus flail around like a ragdoll. Great corpse animation is a plus.

So, as an experience, this game is pretty decent; as a game, it fails. It really annoyed me on several occasions. I got this as part of
a humble bundle, and I don't regret spending 23p on it, but if you can't get it that cheap think twice. Having finished it in under
2 hours, it's a bit annoying that none of my steam trading cards have triggered. If you've got a short game, don't add insult to
injury by making people play it for ages just to get the cards!

All in all - this feels like a wasted opportunity, but makes a fascinating failure. I don't regret my time with Tulpa, but only just..
this skin doesn't really change talon's appearces, it just has some extra bits on it from the orignal vanilla skin.
however this skin will by default come with the game of the year version.. Weak yes... It's one of the early Myst clones, however
it is very short. Never having played it before, I managed to beat it in about 20 minutes. The ending is very... Odd and a tad
ambiguous. If you see this as part of a bundle or perhaps during a summer sale and want to get a feel for what the industry was
up to when Myst was out, this is an excellent example. I still find it interesting that it originally came out for the Atari Falcon..
Really fun battle simulator, I just wish more people were on. The concept to the game is great but some challenges are very
hard. Some missions seem imposible, playing the game is like tring to find a needle in a hay stack!! but overall a good game
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It is a very fun puzzle game. If you like games like that .... Not bad overall. Mostly 2D game with 3D turn based combat. I think
probably the 2D aspect actually makes it slightly more entertaining as missions tend to involve choices. The downside and
upside is there is no main character. Upside because your heroes die, but you can hire new ones and continue on.

Some interesting limits. I find the max 10 heroes/soldiers limit a little tight personally, and 3 max on missions as well. The
interesting part with the missions is rescues can get you an additional hero that will accompany you for the remainder of the
mission.

Very easy to have heroes die as well, if you make the wrong choice on a mission. Chasing down a Harpy or something for
example, as you end up facing a much more challenging encounter. Some other interesting aspects of choices, is having those
who should be allies attacking you because they mistake you for an outlaw.

The graphics in the 2D could use a little work I think. The map is mostly just a system of square connecting tiles, and the paper
style is sort of old, thick paper, which is kind of cool. Still 3D elements to it, with page movement and the like, but I think
maybe adding some additional text style might be nice, as well as having highlighting text look less like a link on an old web
page would be good.

The map could possibly use some cartographic elements around the edges, and possibly including old depictions of forests,
mountains, rivers, and the like, similar to older RPG maps, even having little to do with the actual function of the map itself.
Just make it a little more interesting.

Game mechanics seem to work well, and it plays smoothly. Could do without highlighting of buildings on the town, (also 3D,
and somewhat interactive), but that may be a personal choice. When you select one, the view shifts to a close up on it, and I
think that's enough.

Interesting, will play again.. I found it too hard i could not complete the first level. Absolutely ♥♥♥♥ing mental. I use my
kitchen for my rift area since it's pretty big, so i'm able to run around a bit and jump dodge, slide around etc. Always loved
anything that involves swords and although this game has its flaws I'd say the pros far outweight the cons. You'll need a lot of
stamina and a cooling system in your home to play this for an extended amount of time, however. I literally sweat buckets after
a couple survival modes getting to around 45 enemies killed in each.

WAB!. this is so gruesome and dark
i love it so much

I've been passionate about alchemy since a very young age cause of FullMetal Alchemist and when I heard of this game I was
like "Why isnt it on my library yet?" And you should ask yourself that too cause this is a very badass game , and if you like gore
, mystery and a 11/10 story , you've come to the right place .

Thought I gotta tell you , this is that type of a game where it's all about that gRIIIINNNDDD , and it might take you a while to
finish it, tho trust me , it's all worth it .

All I am worried about is the fact that once I finish it I wont intend to play it again cause of how long it takes to finish it :<
Oh and did I forget to tell you that  when you kill your daughters , they make sounds and you can legit hear them getting killed  ,
I love it lol .. Don't get fooled by the thumbnail.
There are no spoilers
There is no nitrous
and there are no widebodies.
All it is is the normal engine\/performance parts but with a couple % extra HP.
Oh, and it takes ages to load, even when restarting a run on the drag strip. Oh? Reset the time and put you back at the spawn
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location you say? Nooooooo. We must restart the entire level.. This game would be best Aimed at kids, i found it to be very
boring, the artwork was cute. but yeah.. best aimed at kids this one, the cute artwork got me interested, but once i loaded the
game. realized that its aimed at kids or toddlers. It's alright \u00af\\_(\u30c4)_\/\u00af. i want to sit on der f\u00fchrer's lap
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